Technology Hiring
Solutions

Remotely hire tech talent
anywhere, faster
SHL’s technology hiring solutions boost tech recruitment by
automating the assessment process with AI and delighting
candidates and hiring managers every step of the way.
Attract candidates with a remote, immersive coding experience and
significantly increase speed to hire.

Reach more
candidates

Save hiring
managers time
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Increase speed
to hire

Lock-in tech talent without
compromising quality
Our unrivalled portfolio of predictive coding assessments and interviews
reduce the hiring manager workload and enable you to accurately assess
tech potential remotely. And unlike other assessment providers, we do
not screen out great potential.
Cast your tech talent net wider by attracting more quality candidates and
use powerful AI to halve the time to hire.
Coding Simulations: Find up to 45% more qualified developers using AI
Use AI to faster evaluate programming capabilities in an intuitive online
coding environment, available with 50+ languages
Technical Skills: Evaluate over 250 technical concepts
Screen candidates with our deep and continuously updated catalogue
of technology tests for Front-end, Back-end, DevOps, Data Science, Full
stack, and more.
Live Coding Interviews: Hire the best developers in half the time
Increase the rigor and impact of technical interviews with interactive
whiteboards and evaluator collaboration.

Immersive Candidate Experience
Enable candidates to learn more about your business and share
experiences of previous tech recruits.

Our results speak for themselves:

Reach quality
candidates
SHL identified

45%

more suitable candidates
than other assessments.

Save hiring
managers time

Increase speed
to hire

A giant

We made the time to
hire quality talent

10,000

hours were saved of
tech team time.

60%
faster.

Leading the way in talent innovation.
SHL’s tech hiring solution provides rich AI insights that help you make data-driven
hiring decisions and hire the right tech talent faster.

Interested in hearing more? Visit shl.com/tech-hiring-solution
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